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Abstract—Computer-mediated communication can be defined
as any form of human communication achieved through com-
puter technology. From its beginnings, it has been shaping the
way humans interact with each other, and it has influenced
many areas of society. There exist a plethora of communica-
tion services enabling computer-mediated social communication
(e.g., Skype, Facebook Messenger, Telegram, WhatsApp, Twitter,
Slack, etc.). Based on personal preferences, users may prefer a
communication service rather than another. As a result, users
sharing same interests may not be able to interact since they are
using incompatible technologies. To tackle this interoperability
barrier, we propose the Social Communication Bus, a middleware
solution targeted to enable the interaction between heterogeneous
communication services. More precisely, the contribution of this
paper is threefold: (i), we propose a survey of the various forms of
computer-mediated social communication, and we make an anal-
ogy with the computing communication paradigms; (ii), we revisit
the eXtensible Service Bus (XSB) that supports interoperability
across computing interaction paradigms to provide a solution for
computer-mediated social communication interoperability; and
(iii), we present Social-MQ, an implementation of the Social
Communication Bus that has been integrated into the AppCivist
platform for participatory democracy.
Index Terms—Social Communication, Computer-mediated
Communication, Interoperability, Middleware, Service-oriented
Architecture.
I. INTRODUCTION
People increasingly rely on computer-mediated commu-
nication for their social interactions (e.g., see [1]). This
is a direct consequence of the global reach of the Internet
combined with the massive adoption of social media and
mobile technologies that make it easy for people to view,
create and share information within their communities almost
anywhere, anytime. The success of social media has further led
- and is still leading - to the introduction of a large diversity of
social communication services (e.g., Skype, Facebook, Google
Plus, Telegram, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter, Slack, ...).
These services differ according to the types of communities
and interactions they primarily aim at supporting. However,
existing services are not orthogonal and users ultimately
adopt one service rather than another based on their personal
experience (e.g., see the impact of age on the use of computer-
based communication in [2]). As a result, users who share
similar interests from a social perspective may not be able
to interact in a computer-mediated social sphere because they
adopt different technologies. This is particularly exacerbated
by the fact that the latest social media are proprietary services
that offer an increasingly rich set of functionalities, and the
function of one service does not easily translate -both socially
and technically- into the function of another. As an illustration,
compare the early and primitive computer-mediated social
communication media that is email with the richer social
network technology. Protocols associated with the former are
rather simple and email communication between any two
individuals is now trivial, independent of the mail servers used
at both ends. On the other hand, protocols associated with
today’s social networks involve complex interaction processes,
which prevent communication across social networks.
The above issue is no different from the long-standing issue
of interoperability in distributed computing systems, which
requires mediating (or translating) the protocols run by the
interacting parties for them to be able to exchange meaningful
messages and coordinate. And, while interoperability in the
early days of distributed systems was essentially relying on
the definition of standards, the increasing complexity and
diversity of networked systems has led to the introduction
of various interoperability solutions [3]. In particular, today’s
solutions allow connecting networked systems in a non-
intrusive way, i.e., without requiring to modify the systems [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8]. These solutions typically use intermediary
software entities whose name differ in the literature, e.g.,
mediators [9], wrappers [4], mediating adapters [5], or binding
components [10]. However, the key role of this software entity,
whatever its name, is always the same: it translates the data
model and interaction processes of one system into the ones of
the other system the former needs to interact with, assuming
of course that the systems are functionally compatible. In the
following, we use the term binding component to refer to the
software entity realizing the necessary translation. The binding
component is then either implemented in full by the developer,
or synthesized - possibly partially - by a dedicated software
tool (e.g., [7]).
The development of binding components depends on the
architecture of the overall interoperability system, since the
components need to be deployed in the network and connected
to the systems for which they realize the necessary data and
process translation. A successful architectural paradigm for
the interoperability system is the (Enterprise) Service Bus. A
service bus introduces a reference communication protocol
and data model to translate to and from, as well as a set
of commodity services such as service repository, enforcing
quality of service and service composition. Conceptually, the
advantage of the service bus that is well illustrated by the
analogy with the hardware bus from which it derives, is that
it acts as a pivot communication protocol to which networked
systems may plug into. Then, still from a conceptual perspec-
tive, a networked system becomes interoperable “simply” by
implementing a binding component that translates the system’s
protocol to that of the bus. It is important to highlight that the
service bus is a solution to middleware-protocol interoperabil-
ity; it does not deal with application-layer interoperability [3],
although nothing prevents the introduction of higher-level
domain-specific buses.
This paper is specifically about that topic: introducing a
“social communication bus” to allow interoperability across
computer-mediated social communication paradigms. Our
work is motivated by our research effort within the AppCivist
project (http://www.appcivist.org/) [11]. AppCivist provides a
software platform for participatory democracy that leverages
the reach of the Internet and the powers of computation to
enhance the experience and efficacy of civic participation. Its
first instance, AppCivist-PB, targets participatory budgeting,
an exemplary process of participatory democracy that lets
citizens prepare and select projects to be implemented with
public funds by their cities [12]. For city-wide engagement,
AppCivist-PB must enable citizens to participate with the
Internet-based communication services they are the most com-
fortable with. In current practice, for example, seniors and
teenagers (or youngsters under 18) are often the most common
participants of this process [13], and their uses of technology
can be fairly different. While seniors prefer traditional means
of communication like phone calls and emails [2], a typical
teenager will send and receive 30 texts per day [14]. The
need for interoperability in this context is paramount since
the idea is to include people in the participatory processes
without leaving anyone behind. This has led us to revisit the
service bus paradigm, for the sake of social communication
across communities, to gather together the many communities
of our cities.
The contributions of our paper are as follows:
• Social communication paradigms: Section II surveys the
various forms of computer-mediated social communica-
tion supported by today’s software services and tools. We
then make an analogy with the communication paradigms
implemented by middleware technologies, thereby high-
lighting that approaches to middleware interoperability
conveniently apply to computer-mediated social commu-
nication interoperability.
• Social Communication Bus architecture: Section III then
revisits the service bus paradigm for the domain-specific
context of computer-mediated social interactions. We
specifically build on the XSB bus [15], [16] that supports
interoperability across interaction paradigms as opposed
to interoperability across heterogeneous middleware pro-
tocols implementing the same paradigm. The proposed
bus architecture features the traditional concepts of bus
protocols and binding components, but those are cus-
tomized for the sake of social interactions whose cou-
plings differ along the social and presence dimensions.
• Social Communication Bus instance for participatory
democracy: Section IV refines our bus architecture, in-
troducing the Social-MQ implementation that leverages
state of the art technologies. Section V then introduces
how Social-MQ is used by the AppCivist-PB platform
to enable reaching out a larger community of citizens in
participatory budgeting campaigns.
Finally, Section VI summarizes our contributions and intro-
duces some perspectives for future work.
II. COMPUTER-MEDIATED SOCIAL COMMUNICATION
A. Computer-mediated Social Communication: An Overview
Social communication technologies change the way humans
interact with each other by influencing identities, relationships,
and communities [17]. Any human communication achieved
through, or with the help of, computer technology is called
computer-mediated communication [17], or as we call it in our
work, computer-mediated social communication to highlight
the fact that we are dealing with human communication. In
this paper, we more specifically focus on text- and voice-
based social communication technologies. These social com-
munication technologies are usually conceived as Internet-
based services - which we call communication services - that
allow individuals to communicate between them [18]. Popular
communication services include: Skype, which focuses on
video chat and voice call services; Facebook Messenger,
Telegram, WhatsApp, Slack, and Google Hangouts, which
focus on instant messaging services; Twitter, which enables
users to send and read short (140-character) messages; email,
which lets users exchange messages, and SMS, which provides
text messaging services for mobile telephony and also for the
Web.
Depending on the communication service, users can send
messages directly to each other or to a group of users; for
example, a user can send an email directly to another user
or to a mailing list where several users participate. In the
former case, the users communicating via direct messaging
“know each other”. It does not mean that they have to know
each other personally, it means they have to know the address
indicating where and how to send messages directly to each
other. In the latter example, communication is achieved via an
intermediary: the mailing list address. In this case, senders
do not specify explicitly the receivers of their messages;
instead, they only have to know the address of the intermediary
to which they can send messages. The intermediary then
sends messages to the relevant receivers, or receivers ask
the intermediary for messages they are interested in. Another
example of an intermediary is Twitter, where users can send
messages to a topic. Interested users can subscribe to that topic
and retrieve published messages.
Overall, existing communication services may be classified
according to the types of interactions they support [19]:
interpersonal non-mediated communication, where individuals
interact directly; impersonal group communication, where
people interact within a group; and impersonal notifications,
where people interact in relation with some events to be noti-
fied. Our goal is then to leverage the technical interoperability
solutions introduced for distributed systems for the specific
domain of computer-mediated social communication so as to
enable users to interact across communication services.
B. Computer-mediated Social Communication: A Technical
Perspective
Communication protocols underlying distributed systems
may be classified along the following coupling dimen-
sions [15], [16], [20]:
• Space coupling: A tight (resp. loose) space coupling
means that the sender and target receiver(s) need (resp.
do not need) to know about each other to communicate.
• Time coupling: A tight time coupling indicates that the
sender and target receiver(s) have to be online at same
time to communicate, whereas a loose space coupling
allows the receiver to be offline at the time of the
emission; the receiver will receive messages when it is
online again.
• Synchronization coupling: Under a tight synchronization
coupling, the sender is blocked while sending a message
and the receiver(s) is(are) blocked while waiting for a
message. Under a loose synchronization coupling, the
sender is not blocked, and the target receiver(s) can
get messages asynchronously while performing some
concurrent activity.
Following the above, we may define the coupling dimen-
sions associated with computer-mediated social communica-
tion as:
• Social coupling: It is analogous to space coupling and
refers to whether or not participants need to know each
other to communicate.
• Presence coupling: It is analogous to the time coupling
concept and refers to whether participants need to interact
simultaneously.
• Synchronization coupling: Since we are addressing hu-
man interacting components, the synchronization cou-
pling is alway loose since humans can do other activities
after sending a message or while waiting for one. Hence,
we do not consider this specific coupling in the remainder.
We may then characterize the types of interactions of
communication services in terms of the above coupling (see
Social Presence
Interpersonal non-mediated communication tight loose/tight
Impersonal group communication loose loose/tight
Impersonal notifications loose loose
TABLE I: Properties of computer-mediated social interactions
Table I for a summary and Table II for the related classification
of popular services):
• Interpersonal non-mediated communication: Communi-
cating parties need to know each other. Thus, the social
coupling is tight. However, the presence coupling may be
either tight or loose. Communication services enforcing
a tight presence coupling relate to Video/voice calls
and chat systems. On the other hand, base services like
email, SMS, and instant messaging adopt a loose presence
coupling.
• Impersonal group communication: The social coupling is
loose because any participant may communicate with a
group without the need of knowing its members. A space
serves as an area that holds all the information making
up the communication. To participate, users modify the
information in the space. The presence coupling may be
either loose or tight. As an example of tight presence
coupling, shared meeting notes may be deleted once
a meeting is over, so that newcomers cannot read it.
Similarly, newcomers in a Q&A session cannot hear
previous discussions. In a different situation, a service
may implement loose presence coupling so that a par-
ticipant (group member) can write a post-it note and let
it available to anybody entering the meeting room. In
addition, groups can be either closed or open [21]. In
a closed group, only members can send messages. In an
open group, non-members may also send messages to the
group. Video/voice conferences and real-time multi-user
chat systems are examples of group communication with
a tight presence coupling. Message forums, file sharing,
and multi-user messaging systems are examples of group
communication with a loose presence coupling.
• Impersonal notifications: The social and presence cou-
pling are loose. Participants do not need to know each
other to interact. They communicate on the basis of
shared interests (aka hashtags or topics). Twitter and
Instagram are popular examples of such services.
C. Communication Service Interoperability
In general, users prefer a type of social interaction over the
others [2], [14], [22]. This preference translates in favoring
certain communication services. For example, someone may
want to never interact directly and thus uses email whenever
possible. Further, the adoption of specific communication
service instances for social interactions increasingly limits
the population of users with which an individual can com-
municate. Our work focuses on the study of interoperability
across communication services, including services promoting
different types of social interaction. This is illustrated in
Tight presence coupling Loose presence coupling
Interpersonal
non-mediated
communication
Skype call, Phone call
Google Hangouts
Email, SMS, WhatsApp
Facebook Messenger
Google Hangouts
Telegram, Slack
Impersonal
group
communication
Skype Group call
Google Hangouts
WhatsApp Group Chat
Telegram Group, Slack
Facebook Groups
Google Hangouts
Impersonal
notifications -
Twitter, Instagram
Facebook Timeline
TABLE II: Classification of popular communication services
Fig. 1: Social communication interoperability
Figure 1 where users communicate although they employ
different types of interactions via email, Twitter and Whatsapp.
We then need to study the extent to which different types of
social interaction may be reconciled and when it is appropri-
ate to synthesize the corresponding communication protocol
adaptation. To do so, we build upon the eXtensible Service
Bus (XSB) [15], [16] that is an approach to reconcile the mid-
dleware protocols run by networked systems across the various
coupling dimensions (i.e., space, time, synchronization). This
leads us to introduce the Social communication bus paradigm.
III. THE SOCIAL COMMUNICATION BUS
A. The eXtensible Service Bus
The eXtensible Service Bus (XSB) [15], [16] defines a
connector that abstracts and unifies three interaction paradigms
found in distributed computing systems: client-server, a com-
mon paradigm for Web services where a client communicates
directly with a server; publish-subscribe, a paradigm for
content broadcasting; and tuple-space, a paradigm for sharing
data with multiple users who can read and modify that data.
XSB is implemented as a common bus protocol that enables
interoperability among services employing heterogeneous in-
teractions following one of these computing paradigms. It also
provides an API based on the post and get primitives to
abstract the native primitives of the client-server (send and
receive), publish-subscribe (publish and retrieve),
and tuple-space interactions (out, take, and read).
In this work, we present the Social Communication Bus
as a higher-level abstraction: XSB abstracts interactions of
Fig. 2: The Social Communication Bus architecture
distributed computing interaction paradigms, while the So-
cial Communication Bus abstracts interaction at the human
level, that is, the computer-mediated social communication.
Nonetheless, the Social Communication Bus relies on the XSB
architectural paradigm. Most notably, the proposed Social
Communication Bus inherits from XSB the approach to cross-
paradigm interoperability that allows overcoming the coupling
heterogeneity of protocols.
B. Social Communication Bus Architecture
Figure 2 introduces the architecture of the Social Commu-
nication Bus. The bus revisits the integration paradigm of the
conventional Enterprise Service Bus [23] to enable interop-
erability across the computer-mediated social communication
paradigms presented in Section II and concrete communication
services implementing them.
In more detail and as depicted, the Social Communication
Bus implements a common intermediate bus protocol that
facilitates the interconnection of heterogeneous communica-
tion services: plugging-in a new communication service only
requires to implement a conversion from the protocol of the
service to that of the bus, thus considerably reducing the
development effort. This conversion is realized by a dedicated
component, called Binding Component (BC), which connects
the communication service to the Social Communication Bus.
The binding that is implemented then overcomes communica-
tion heterogeneity at both abstract (i.e., it solves coupling mis-
matches) and concrete (i.e., it solves data and protocol message
mismatches) levels. The BCs perform the bridging between a
communication service and the Social Communication Bus by
relying on the SC connectors. A SC connector provides access
to the operations of a particular communication service and to
the operations of the Social Communication Bus. Communi-
cation services can communicate in a loosely coupled fashion
via the Social Communication Bus.
The Social Communication Bus architecture not only re-
duces the development effort but also allows solving the
interoperability issues presented in Section II-C as follows:
• Social coupling mediation. The Social Communication
Bus acting as an intermediary between communication
services allows the social coupling mediation by decou-
pling senders and receivers. A communication service
never sends any messages directly to another. Instead,
a communication service can only send messages to an
address in the Social Communication Bus. Then, the
Social Communication Bus pushes these messages to
one or more communication services, or communication
services can retrieve them.
• Presence coupling mediation. Decoupling senders and
receivers also allows the presence coupling mediation.
Since the Social Communication Bus acts as an inter-
mediary for handling messages, it can do the temporal
mediation of those messages so that communication ser-
vices with incompatible presence coupling can interact at
different times.
C. The API for Social Communication (SC API)
To reconcile the different interfaces of communication ser-
vices and connect them to the Social Communication Bus,
we introduce a generic abstraction. The proposed abstraction
comes in the form of a Social Communication Application
Programming Interface (SC API). The SC API abstracts
communication operations executed by the human user of a
communication service, such as, e.g., sending or receiving a
message. We also assume that these operations are exported by
the communication service in a public (concrete) API, native
to the specific communication service. This enables deploying
interoperability artifacts (i.e., BCs) between heterogeneous
communication services that leverage these APIs.
The SC API expresses basic common end-to-end interaction
semantics shared by the different communication services,
while it abstracts potentially heterogeneous semantics that is
proper to each service. The SC API relies on the two following
basic primitives:
• a post() primitive employed by a communication ser-
vice to send a message;
• a get() primitive employed by a communication service
to receive a message.
To describe a communication service according to the SC
API, we propose a generic interface description (SC-IDL).
This interface describes a communication service’s opera-
tions, including the name and type of their parameters. The
description is complemented with the following communi-
cation service information: name, its name; address, the
address of the endpoint of its public API; protocol, its
middleware protocol (e.g., HTTP, SMTP, AMQP, MQTT); and
social_properties, which specifies if the communica-
tion service handles messages when its users are offline.
D. Higher-order Binding Components
BCs are in charge of the underlying middleware protocol
conversion and application data adaptation between a com-
munication service and the Social Communication Bus. As
presented in XSB, BCs do not alter the behavior and properties
of the communication services associated with them, they do
not change the end-to-end communication semantics; however,
since these communication services can be heterogeneous and
can belong to different providers, it may be desirable to
improve their end-to-end semantics to satisfy additional user
requirements and to mediate social and presence coupling
incompatibility. To this end, we introduce the higher-order
BCs, which are BCs capable of altering the perceived behavior
of communication services. We propose the two following
higher-order BCs capabilities:
• Handling offline receiver: this case is related to the
mediation of presence coupling in computer-based social
communication, and it occurs when the receiver is not on-
line and he is using a communication service that does not
support offline message reception. Even though the server
hosting this communication service is up and running,
it discards received messages if the recipient is offline.
A higher-order BC will send undelivered messages when
the receiver logs back into the system. We do not enforce
this capability; instead, we let users decide if they want
to accept offline messages or not.
• Handling unavailable receiver: this case is similar to the
previous one but from a computing perspective, related to
fault tolerance; for example, the server providing the re-
ceiver service is down, or there is no connectivity between
the BC and the receiver. The BC will send undelivered
messages once the receiver service is available again. In
contrast to the previous case, this capability is provided
by higher-order BCs by default.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Social-MQ: An AMQP-based Implementation of the Social
Communication Bus
Social-MQ leverages the AMQP protocol as the Social
Communication Bus. AMQP has several open source im-
plementations, and its direct and publish/subscribe models
serve well the purpose of social interactions: interpersonal
non-mediated communication, impersonal group communica-
tion, and impersonal notifications. Additionally, AMQP has
proven to have good reliability and performance in real-world
critical applications in a variety of domains [24]. We use
RabbitMQ [25] as the AMQP implementation.
The bus comes along with a BC generator (see Figure 3).
The generator takes as input the description of a commu-
nication service (SC-IDL), chooses the corresponding SC
connector from the Implementation Pool, and produces a Con-
crete BC connecting the communication service with Social-
MQ. The BC generator is implemented on the Node.js [26]
platform, which is based on the Chrome JavaScript virtual
machine. Node.js implements the reactor pattern that allows
Fig. 3: BC Generator
Fig. 4: Social-MQ architecture
building highly concurrent applications. Currently, BCs are
generated for the Node.js platform uniquely. We intend to
support other languages or platforms in future versions of the
bus. Social-MQ currently supports four middleware protocols:
AMQP, HTTP, MQTT, and SMTP.
Figure 4 illustrates the connection of communication ser-
vices to Social-MQ. All the associated BCs are AMQP pub-
lishers and/or subscribers so that they can communicate with
Social-MQ. In more detail:
• BC1 exposes an HTTP endpoint so that the HTTP com-
munication service can send messages to it, and it can act
as HTTP client to post messages to the communication
service.
• BC2 acts as an SMTP server and client to communicate
with Email;
• BC3 has MQTT publisher and subscriber capabilities to
communicate with the MQTT communication service.
The above BCs are further refined according to the actual
application data used by AppCivist, Email, and Facebook
Messenger.
The interested reader may find a set of BCs generated by
Social-MQ at https://github.com/rafaelangarita/bc-examples.
These BCs can be executed and tested easily by following
the provided instructions.
B. Social-MQ Implementation of Social Interaction Mediation
The loosely coupled interaction model between communi-
cation services provided by Social-MQ allows the mediation
between the various types of social interactions supported by
Fig. 5: (a) Space coupling mediation; (b) Presence coupling
mediation
popular communication services. More specifically, Social-
MQ handles social and presence coupling incompatibilities as
follows:
• Social coupling mediation: In the publish/subscribe
model implemented by Social-MQ (Figure 5 (a)), senders
publish a message to an address in Social-MQ, instead of
sending it directly to a receiver. Receivers can subscribe
to this address and be notified when new messages are
published. This way, all social communication paradigms
can interact using the publish/subscribe model.
• Presence coupling mediation. When a communication
service cannot receive messages because it is not available
or its user is offline, messages intended for it are sent to a
database to be queried and sent when the communication
service can receive messages again (Figure 5 (b)).
V. THE APPCIVIST USE CASE
A. The AppCivist Platform for Participatory Democracy
To illustrate our approach, we elaborate on the use of Social-
MQ to enable the AppCivist application for participatory
democracy [11], [12] to interoperate with various communica-
tion services. This way, the citizens participating to AppCivist
actions may keep interacting using the social media they
prefer.
AppCivist allows activist users to compose their own ap-
plications, called Assemblies, using relevant Web-based com-
ponents enabling democratic assembly and collective action.
AppCivist provides a modular platform of services that range
from proposal making and voting to communication and
notifications. Some of these modules are offered as services
implemented within the platform itself (e.g., proposal making),
but for others, it relies on existing services. One of such
cases is that of communication and notifications. Participatory
processes often rely on a multitude of diverse users, who not
always coincide in their technological choices. For instance,
participatory budgeting processes involve people from diverse
backgrounds and of all ages: from adolescents (or youngsters
under 18), to seniors [13]. Naturally, their technology adoption
can be fairly different. While seniors favor traditional means
of communication like phone calls and emails [2], a typical
teenager will send and receive 30 texts per day [14]. The
need for interoperability in this context is outstanding, and
the Social Communication Bus is a perfect fit, with its abil-
ity to bridge communication services that power computer-
based social communication. In the following, we discuss
three communication scenarios: (i), impersonal notifications
interconnected with impersonal group communication; (ii), in-
terpersonal non-mediated communication interconnected with
impersonal group communication; and (iii), interpersonal non-
mediated communication interconnected with impersonal no-
tifications. The last scenario also illustrates the presence cou-
pling mediation feature of Social-MQ.
B. Impersonal Notifications Interconnected with Impersonal
Group Communication
In this scenario, users of AppCivist interact via the im-
personal notification paradigm by using a notification system
implemented using AMQP as described in Listing 1. This
notification system sends messages to concerned or interested
users when different events occur in AppCivist; for example,
when a user posts a new forum message. This scenario is illus-
trated in Figure 6 (a). AppCivist is connected to Social-MQ via
BC1; however, there is no need of protocol mediation, since
both AppCivist and Social-MQ use AMQP. Mailing List is
another system which exists independently of AppCivist. It is
a traditional mailing list in which users communicate with each
other using the impersonal group communication paradigm by
sending emails to the group email address. Mailing List is
connected to Social-MQ via BC2, and it is described in List-
ing 2. It accepts receiving messages whether or not receivers
are online or offline (properties.offline.handling
= true, Listing 2). It is due to the loose presence coupling
nature of email communication.
Now, suppose users in Mailing List want to be notified when
a user posts a new forum message in AppCivist. Then, since
AppCivist is an AMQP-based notification system, BC1 can act
as AMQP subscriber, receive notifications of new forum posts,
and publish them in Social-MQ. In the same way, BC2 acts
as AMQP subscriber and receives notifications of new forum
posts; however, this time BC2 receives the notifications from
Social-MQ. Finally, BC2 sends an email to Mailing List using
the SC Connector SMTP.
Listing 1: AppCivist AMQP SC-IDL
{
"name":"AppCivist"
"address":"appcivist.littlemacondo.com:5672",
"protocol":"AMQP",
"operations":[
"notify":{
"interaction":"one−way",
"type":"data",
"scope":"assembly_id.forum.post",
"post_message":[
{"name":"notification",
"type":"text",
"optional":"false"}]
}
],
"properties":[
{"offline":"true"}
]
}
Listing 2: Mailing List SC-IDL
{
"name":"Mailing List",
"address":"mailinglist_server",
"protocol":"SMTP",
"operations":[
"receive_email":{
"interaction":"one−way",
"type":"data",
"scope":"mailinglist_address",
"get_message":[
{"name":"subject",
"type":"emailSubject",
"optional":"true"},
{"name":"message",
"type":"messageBody",
"optional":"true"},
{"name":"attachment",
"type":"file",
"optional":"true"}]
},
"send_email":{
//same as receive_email
}
],
"properties":[
{"offline":"true"}
]
}
C. Interpersonal Non-mediated Communication Intercon-
nected with Impersonal Group Communication
In the scenario illustrated in Figure 6 (b), there is an
AppCivist communication service called Weekly Notifier. It
queries the AppCivist database once a week, extracts the mes-
sages posted in AppCivist forums during the last week, builds
a message with them, and sends the message to concerned
users using interpersonal non-mediated communication via
HTTP. That is, it is an HTTP client, so it sends the message
to an HTTP server.
Now, suppose we want Weekly Notifier to communicate
with Mailing List. BC1 exposes an HTTP endpoint to which
Weekly Notifier can post HTTP messages. Differently from the
previous case, we need to modify the original Weekly Notifier
communication service since it needs to send messages to the
endpoint exposed by BC1 and it needs to specify Mailing List
as a recipient.
Fig. 6: Use Cases: (a), impersonal notifications interconnected
with impersonal group communication; (b), interpersonal
non-mediated communication interconnected with impersonal
group communication; and (c), interpersonal non-mediated
communication interconnected with impersonal notifications
Listing 3: AppCivist HTTP SC-IDL
{
"name":"AppCivist"
"address":"",
"protocol":"HTTP",
"operations":[
"notify":{
"interaction":"one−way",
"type":"data",
"post_message":[
{"name":"notification",
"type":"text",
"optional":"false"}]
}
],
"properties":[
{"offline":"false"}
]
}
D. Interpersonal Non-mediated Communication Intercon-
nected with Impersonal Notifications
After having introduced the previous scenario, we can pose
the following question: what if messages sent by Weekly
Notifier must be sent to multiple receivers? Should Weekly
Notifier know them all and send the message individually to
each one of them? Independently of the communication ser-
vices registered in Social-MQ and their social communication
paradigms, they can all interact in a fully decoupled fashion
in terms of social coupling.
Social-MQ takes advantage of the exchanges concept of
AMQP, which are entities where messages can be sent.
Then, they can route messages to receivers, or interested
receivers can subscribe to them. In the scenario illus-
trated in Figure 6 (c), Weekly Notifier sends HTTP mes-
sages directed to the Social-MQ exchange named AppCivist
weekly notification. Interested receivers can then subscribe
to AppCivist weekly notification to receive mes-
sages from Weekly Notifier. Finally, Mailing List and the
instant messaging communication service, IM (Listing 4),
can subscribe to AppCivist weekly notification
via their corresponding BCs.
Listing 4: IM SC-IDL
{
"name":"IM",
"address":"mqtt.example",
"protocol":"MQTT",
"operations":[
"receive_message":{
"interaction":"one−way",
"type":"data",
"scope":"receiver_id",
"get_message":[
{"name":"message",
"type":"text",
"optional":"false"}]
},
"receive_attachement":{
"interaction":"one−way",
"type":"data",
"scope":"receiver_id",
"get_message":[
{"name":"message",
"type":"file",
"optional":"false"}]
},
"send_message":{
//same as receive_message
},
"send_attachement":{
//same as receive_attachement
}
],
"properties":[
{"offline":"false"}
]
}
E. Assessment
In this section, we have studied three case studies illustrating
how Social-MQ can solve the problem of computer-mediated
social communication interoperability. These case studies are
implemented for the AppCivist application for participatory
democracy. As a conclusion, we argue that: (i), Social-MQ
can be easily integrated into existing or new systems since it
is non-intrusive and most of its processes are automated; (ii),
regarding performance and scalability, Social-MQ is imple-
mented on top of technologies that have proven to have high
performance and scalability in real-world critical applications;
and (iii), Social-MQ allows AppCivist users to continue using
the communication service they prefer, enabling to reach a
larger community of citizens, and promoting citizen participa-
tion.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented an approach to enable social commu-
nication interoperability in heterogeneous environments. Our
main objective is to let users use their favorite communication
service. More specifically, the main contributions of this paper
are: a classification of the social communication paradigms in
the context of computing; an Enterprise Service Bus-based
architecture to deal with the social communication interoper-
ability; and a concrete implementation of the Social Commu-
nication Bus studying real-world scenarios in the context of
participatory democracy.
For our future work, we plan to present the formalization
of our approach and to incorporate popular communication
services such as Facebook Messenger, Twitter, and Slack. The
interoperability with these kinds of services poses additional
challenges, since the systems they belong to can be closed; for
example, Facebook Messenger allows sending and receiving
messages only to and from participants that are already regis-
tered in the Facebook platform. Another key issue to study is
the security & privacy aspect of the Social Communication
Bus to ensure that privacy needs of users communicating
across heterogeneous social media are met. Last but not least,
our studies will report the real-world experiences of AppCivist
users regarding the Social Communication Bus.
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